LUXURIOUS
IN-GROUND
SPAS

Proudly made in Canada
At H2ZEN, we stand for quality, innovation and design. Our mission is to contribute to
our customers’ quality of life by transforming their backyards into a peaceful oasis.
Our main focus is to develop products that will both perfectly blend with their surroundings
and offer a well-deserved break from daily responsibilities.
With more than 20 years of experience manufacturing composite products, we understand
the importance of concepts such as production controls, certification, tracability and
continuous training. Our manufacturing facility is ISO 9001 (2008) certified.
Whether you choose our in-ground hot tubs or our innovative Spatio designed to fully
integrate with most decks, H2ZEN offers artful, creative and exclusive solutions.
Behind the eye-catching look of our tubs, you will find high-end mechanical and electronic
components, carefully configured to maximize performance and durability.

Every H2ZEN hot tub features
State of the art fiberglass shell
Superior insulation for year-round use
Multi-jet seats
Integrated steps
LED lighting
Intuitive electronic controls
Independant 24/7 filtration
High-quality in-ground pool pumps
New energy-efficient hard cover with latches and locks

GEYSER
Our most popular model, the Geyser adapts to most

surroundings and has a freeform shape similar to the
look of a natural water garden. It features spacious
bench seats and a multi-jet long chair that will please
both warmth-seeking and massage-craving enthusiasts.
The Geyser design allows for multiple waterfall
possibilities. It can be installed completely in ground
or up to 18’’ partially above ground. It features inside
L-shaped concrete stones that fit on the upper edge
inside the tub. Available in grey or beige, the stones hide
the visible fiberglass portion above water for a more
natural look and they also allow the cover to sit perfectly,
thus increasing its energy efficency.

ON DEMAND
MIND AND BODY SOOTHING

Availability : GEYSER 20 JETS / GEYSER 34 JETS
Seating : 6 - 8

Volume : 1965 Liters
119,34”

96,02”

33,24”

Length : 10’ / Width : 8’

ROMAN
Especially popular in cities and suburbs the Roman

model has pure lines and can be very easy to
landscape. It features 5 molded seats, different in
height and angle, as well as a foot module for better
stability and massage. The middle part of the tub has
no seats and is very spacious. It allows users to enjoy
more of a pool-like experience while controlling the
temperature up to 40°C (104 F).
The Roman has an upper edge allowing the cover to
sit inside the tub without floating. It also includes
2 pivoting head cushions, air controls, over-flow
protection and an integrated topside controller.
With its 2400 liter volume, it has close to twice the
capacity of most portable tubs.

YEAR - ROUND
WARMTH AND COMFORT

Availability : ROMAN 20 JETS / ROMAN 37 JETS
Length : 10’ / Width : 7’

Seating : 6

Volume : 2400 Liters

84,04”

35,10”

65,85”

124,04”

19,41”

52,93”
89,69”

ROMAN

SPATIO

The Spatio version of the Roman model is identical, except for its
above-ground installation. Over the years, many consumers have
tried to integrate their hot tub into their decks. Even if some
of them succeeded nicely, none of them could benefit from the
Spatio’s unique features such as :
Independent mechanical compartment installed
anywhere within 25-30’ of the tub
Possibility to lift the tub or install it partially in-ground
Complete integration into the deck including an interior cover
The Spatio version can be installed up to 74’’ high (ground to top
of the tub). It features a galvanized steel base and 5 adjustable
legs, making it easy to level and allowing future corrections if
necessary. The base supports the full weight of the tub, so the deck
doesn’t have to be solidified to carry the load. The upper flange
of our Roman tub can be totally covered by the material you chose
to build your deck with.
Our mechanical components can be installed anywhere within
25-30’ of the hot tub, making it easy to plan access to them and
hide them where it is more discreet. It also allows to move away
the sound and enjoy the experience even more.
Unique in its design and application, the Roman Spatio is quickly
becoming our signature product and is in high demand, especially
among landscape architects.

ENDLESS INTEGRATION
POSSIBILITIES

Availability : ROMAN 20 JETS / ROMAN 37 JETS
Length : 10’ / Width : 7’

Seating : 6

Volume : 2400 Liters

84,04”

35,10”

65,85”

124,04”

19,41”

52,93”
89,69”

LAGOON
The Lagoon Model is the ultimate luxurious in-ground hot
tub on the market. Spacious enough to acommodate up to
11 people, it features a cozy foot module, a multi-jet long
chair, a couple’s seat and 2 comfortable bench sections.
Its freeform angular shape will suit both modern and
natural designs.
The Lagoon can be your winter hot tub and your summer
pool depending on your preferences. It also comes with
4-pièce cover and inside L-shaped concrete stones
available in grey and beige. With up to 40 jets, the Lagoon
combines the performance of portable hot tubs with the
looks of a magnificient water garden.

PRIVATE HOME RESORT

Availability : LAGOON 24 JETS / LAGOON 40 JETS
Seating : 11

Volume : 3397 Liters

101,5”

34,7”

Length : 13’ / Width : 8.5’

157,8”

OPTIONS
FILTRATION OPTIONS

AUTOMATION OPTIONS

Our standard system uses a cartridge filter
(75 sq.f). Altough the filtration is continuous
and performing well, it requires weekly cleaning,
and monthly soaking into a mix of water and
cleaning solution sold in most pool/hot tubs stores.

Perfect for swimming pools, spas, and water
features, the HCC 2000 is a powerful yet
affordable microprocessor-based pH and ORP
water chemistry controller.

An optional Hayward Swim Clear 425 sq.f.
cartridge filter is also available. It fits 4 cartridges
(106.25 sq.f. each) and requires cleaning 6 to
12 times a year only. It also has a better turnover
rate and is highly performant.
NOTE: The Hayward Swim Clear Filter
is standard on all Lagoon Models

WATER CHEMISTRY OPTIONS
Several options are available to reduce the quantity
of chemicals required to sanitize your hot tub.
The safest and most reliable are ultraviolet (UV)
desinfection systems. It destroys bacteria in seconds
without leaving any residual product. Combined
with a minimum level of oxydants, UV systems are
efficient, reliable and reasonnably priced.

The controller features proportional feed to
ensure precise water chemistry maintenance,
and operates using the Oxidation-Reduction
Potential (ORP) method of water analysis to
ensure rapid deactivation of such waterborne
pathogens as E. coli in swimming pool water.
The HCC 2000 Complete Package provides the
ultimate one stop shop experience, one unit
pre-configured with everything required to
make water chemistry management simple,
convenient, and affordable. This package
includes the HCC 2000 controller, flow cell,
and flow sensor, all now pre-mounted on a PVC
backboard with peristaltic feed pumps for pH
and chlorine adjustment.

When it comes to heating, several elements are
important to consider, such as:
› Energy consumption
› Performance and reach (max temp.)
› Heating quickness

At home or on the road, you can monitor pool
and spa settings, adjust parameters and receive
an automatic alert if a problem is detected. You
can manage pH and sanitization to achieve the
perfect water chemistry, turn up the spa heater
before you head home from work, turn lights on
and off, activate waterfalls and more, all while
conserving energy.

We mostly use electrical heaters, but propane/
natural gas heaters are also available. If you are
planning to use your hot tub only in the warmest
half on the year, you can also add a reversible
heat pump, allowing you to heat or cool your tub
however you prefer.

Anything you can do from your pool controller,
you can now do anywhere. This level of control
also enables you to reduce operating costs by
keeping chemical use to a minimum, avoiding
potential problems before they become major
and keeping heat low until you need it.

HEATING OPTIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
GEYSER
20

GEYSER
34

ROMAN
20

ROMAN
37

LAGOON
24

LAGOON
40

Filtration pump:

1

1

1

1

1

1

Jet Pump:

1

2

1

2

1

2

75 sq.f.

75 sq.f.

75 sq.f.

75 sq.f.

425 sq.f.

425 sq.f.

Electrical
5.5 KW

Electrical
5.5 KW

Electrical
5.5 KW

Electrical
5.5 KW

Electrical
11 KW

Electrical
11 KW

Electronic Controls:

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Topside controller:

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Secondary:
:Wireless Control:

N/A

Optional

N/A

Optional

N/A

Optional

1

1

1

1

2

2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

7

4

7

5

8

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Summer Liner:

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Inside Stones:

Included

Included

N/A

N/A

Included

Included

Cartridge Filter:
Heater:

LED Lighting:
Skimmer:
Drains:
Hard Cover:
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Specifications, colors and options can change without further notice.
Call to confirm availability before scheduling an installation

1 888 620.2080
h2zen.ca

